In some ways, the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) Video Studies of 1995 (Stigler et al., 1999) and 1999 (Hiebert et al., 2003) may be said to be the impetus for classroom studies in many countries. These studies created an awareness of how vast video data were and the possibilities of endless rich analysis. They also stimulated thought and academic discourse, about the conceptual framework and methodology of such studies, which led to subsequent video studies like the Learner’s Perspective Study (LPS) (Clarke, Keitel & Shimizu, 2006). This lecture will draw on mathematics classroom studies in Singapore, Hogan et al., (2013) and Kaur, (2009), and illustrate that using a particular frame (window) of analysis a “drill and practice” segment of a lesson was a “systematic consolidation of knowledge” segment when an alternative frame was used. It will also show that a “teacher-centred” lesson from one perspective was a “student-centred” lesson from another perspective and more. The lecture will end with some thoughts about what considerations are critical, for both the collection of video data and its analysis, when studying mathematics classrooms.
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